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Abstract—In this paper, we compare and evaluate multiple
topic modeling approaches and their effectiveness in analyzing a
large set of SEC filings by US public banks. More specifically,
we apply four major topic modeling methods to a corpus of
8-K and 10-K filings, from the years 2005–2016, of 578 bank
holding companies. These methods include Principal Component
Analysis, Non-negative Matrix Factorization, Latent Dirichlet
Allocation and KATE, a novel k-competitive autoencoder for
text documents. Separately for 8-K and 10-K, the usefulness and
effectiveness of these methods is evaluated by comparing their
performances on two classification tasks: (i) predicting which
section each document corresponds to, where we consider each
section within an 8-K or 10-K filing as an individual document,
and (ii) detecting text from a bank’s year of failure, a task for
which we use bank failure data from the 2008 financial crisis. In
addition, we qualitatively compare the topics discovered by the
different methods. We conclude that topic modeling can be an
effective tool in financial decision making and risk management.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Over the past several years, research in finance and banking has acknowledged and started to utilize large amounts
of textual data available through reports, regulatory filings,
print news media, social media platforms, chat rooms, and
discussion boards. Taking advantage of these textual data for
important financial and risk insights is a valuable pursuit,
especially in a manner that these insights can complement
those obtained from quantitative data. Finance and banking
specific text analytics research challenges can benefit from
expertise of both finance researchers and computer science
experts. In this paper, we further this objective by developing
comparative analytics for a range of classical and novel topic
analysis techniques for a large set of banks using their SEC
filings.
In finance literature, a large fraction of text analytics work
has been devoted to predicting equity price and other market
variable movement. For example, Alfano et al. [1], Antweiler
and Frank [2] and Wuthrich et al. [3] use news articles to
predict the stock market or FOREX market. Serrano and
Iglesias [4], Nguyen et al. [5] and Ranco et al. [6] focus on
analyzing social media text from platforms such as Twitter
and Yahoo Finance message board, for implementing market
prediction. Besides market prediction, text mining has also
been utilized for measuring financial conditions, such as credit
rating prediction [7], [8], bank distress prediction [9], [10] and
systemic risk measurement [11].
The application of text mining in finance usually follows
certain steps. Feature extraction methods determine how researchers collect useful qualitative information from textual
data. The most popular method used for feature extraction is
the bag-of-words approach [1], [5]. This technique breaks the
text into word-level units, and treats these units as features,
while ignoring the order and co-occurrence of words [12].
Schumaker et al. [13] apply a noun-phrase technique, by identifying words as noun part-of-speech (PoS) using a lexicon and
then apply syntactic rules to detect noun phrases around that
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noun to extract features. Furthermore, Vu et al. [14] implement
a named entity recognition technique on tweets and improve
the feature extraction results. After feature extraction, the next
step is usually feature selection, followed by application of a
classification method to capture the required signal from the
text. Various machine learning algorithms have been applied
to analyze the features extracted [5], [15], [16].
A bag-of-words (word frequency) based textual analysis
runs the risk of getting too conditioned by the relevance and
currentness of the word dictionary chosen. In contrast, in this
paper our objective is to compare and evaluate topic modeling
approaches and their effectiveness in analyzing a large set of
SEC filings made by US public banks. We apply the methods
to a corpus of 8-K and 10-K filings of 578 bank holding
companies. The effectiveness of the methods is evaluated by
(i) their ability to identify the document sections the text was
extracted from, and (ii) their ability to detect text from a
bank’s year of failure. We find that some of the novel methods
perform at high level of accuracy at both tasks even without
needing to associate any sentiments with the topics [17].
II. M ETHODS
We employ several unsupervised learning algorithms to
learn topics from 8-K and 10-K filings, which are the most
important mandatory filings required of all public firms. In this
paper, as our focus is on banks, the 2005-2016 period offers a
natural experiment when many banks failed during the global
financial crisis. In natural language processing, a topic is
typically modeled as a group of words, where each word has an
associated membership weight. From a geometric viewpoint,
a topic is a vector in word space, where every dimension
corresponds to a different word, and the components of the
vector are the membership weights of the respective words.
Similarly, we model a document (a bag of words) as a group
of topics, where each topic has a membership weight. A
document is a point in topic space.
Among the algorithms we study, Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) [18] and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
[19] are known well for their topic modeling capabilities.
We also allow negative membership weights via the use of
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [20]. Finally, we use
KATE [21], a novel auto-encoder based approach, as a topic
modeling method. For a given topic space dimensionality, each
of the above methods generates a topic model, which provides
a topic space representation for any input document. These
unsupervised learning algorithms used in our study are detailed
below.
A. LDA
Probabilistic topic models, such as probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (pLSA) [22] and Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) [19], typically model a document as a mixture of
topics and a topic as a mixture of words. Many variants
have been proposed to tackle different problems emerging in

topic modeling. Most topic models take a topic as a bag of
words. However, phrases can sometimes help discover more
interpretable topics as they are more informative than the sum
of their individual components. For example, “white house”
as a phrase carries a special meaning under the “politics”
topic instead of “a house which is white” under the “real
estate” topic. Many models [23]–[25] have been proposed
to relax the bag-of-words assumption. In general, individual
documents usually focus on a few salient topics that typically
adopt a narrow range of terms instead of a wide coverage of
the vocabulary. Other works have been proposed to introduce
sparsity into topic models [26], [27], and to learn dynamic
topic models [28], [29].
LDA has been widely used in text analytics. It assumes that
documents are constructed as mixtures of latent topics, where
each topic is essentially a probability distribution over words.
LDA is a graphical model, where the generative process of
creating a document is as follows: 1) We randomly sample
a topic proportion vector θ which assigns different weights
to a set of topics based on a Dirichlet distribution which is
parameterized by α and shared by the whole corpus. 2) For
each word position in the document, we randomly sample a
topic z based on the associated topic proportion vector θ. 3)
Given the assigned topic z for the word position, we randomly
sample a word from the predefined vocabulary based on a
topic-word probability distribution β. The inference process
(i.e., estimating θ, β and z) of LDA basically maximizes an
approximate posterior. Since LDA itself captures the intuition
of document representation, we simply use the topic proportion
vector of each document as its representation.
B. PCA
PCA [20] is a multivariate dimensionality reduction technique. In a real world data set, where each data point is of
a certain dimension n, a lower dimensional manifold usually
accounts for all the data points. Given a target dimensionality
k, where k is between 1 and n, PCA discovers the kdimensional subspace, comprising the k orthogonal vectors
called the principal components, that best describe the variance
in the data.
Our data points are word space representations of documents. Each principal component, in word space, discovered
by PCA represents a distribution of words. We let each
principal component represent a topic. We project the word
space representation of any document onto this topic space
to obtain a topic space representation of the document. In
addition to using PCA to extract topics, using it as a dimension
reduction method, we also use projections onto the first three
components to visualize the clustering of the data points.
C. NMF
Where PCA enforces an orthogonality constraint, NMF
enforces a non-negativity constraint. It is a technique for
factorizing a data matrix V into non-negatives matrices W
and H. The non-negativity constraint causes NMF to learn
localized feature representations of the data, where the data
matric V is given as the product of W and H, plus a residual
matrix U , which represents the error of the factorization. There
are a number of different algorithms that are commonly used
to achieve a non-negative factorization [18], based on different
metrics to measure the error of the factorization.

For our study, we have the document-word matrix as the
data matrix V . After performing NMF, W becomes the
document-topic matrix and H, the topic-word matrix. The
matrix H can be used to find the topic space representation
of any document, even a document not used during the
factorization.
D. KATE
An autoencoder is a neural network which tries to reconstruct its input at the output layer [30]. An autoencoder
consists of an encoder which maps the input x to the hidden
layer: z = g(W x + b) and a decoder which reconstructs the
input as: x̂ = o(W ′ z + c); here b and c are bias terms, W
and W ′ are input-to-hidden and hidden-to-output layer weight
matrices, and g and o are activation functions. Weight tying
(i.e., setting W ′ = W T ) is often used to regularize the model.
While vanilla autoencoders even with perfect reconstructions
usually only extract trivial representations of the data, more
meaningful representations can be obtained by adding appropriate regularization or constraints to the models. Following
this line of reasoning, many variants of autoencoders have
been proposed recently [31]–[33]. For example, the denoising
autoencoder [31] inputs a corrupted version of the data while
still trying to reconstruct the original uncorrupted data at the
output layer, which forces the model to learn features useful
for denoising. As another example, the k-sparse autoencoder
[33] explicitly enforces sparsity by only keeping the k highest
activities in the feedforward phase.
When examining the features learned by autoencoders,
in our recent work [21] we observed that they were not
distinct from one another. That is to say, some high frequency
words dominate the learned topics. We hypothesized that an
autoencoder greedily learns relatively trivial features in order
to reconstruct the input as much as possible. To overcome
this drawback, we proposed the KATE model in which we
force each neuron in the hidden layer to take responsibility
for recognizing different patterns within the input data by
introducing competition in the training phase. Specifically, in
the feedforward phase, after computing the activations z for
a given input x, the most competitive k neurons are selected
as the “winners” while the remaining “losers” are suppressed
(i.e., made inactive). However, in order to compensate for
the loss of activation from the loser neurons, and to make
the competition among neurons more pronounced, the net
activations are reallocated among the winner neurons. To
respect both the positive and negative patterns captured by
the hidden neurons, the aforementioned competition process
is done for both positive and negative neurons, respectively.
We apply the above methods in our comparative analytics
in the next sections, starting with providing a description of
the data and the preprocessing.
III. DATASETS
A. Corporate filings
Every plain text and HTML form filed by US corporations
with the United States Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC) is available online for public access at SEC’s Electronic
Data Gathering, Analysis, and Retrieval (EDGAR) system
[34]. For a selection of 578 bank holding companies (BHCs)
corresponding to 52 failed and 526 non-failed banks during the
2008 financial crisis, we retrieve every Form 8-K and Form
10-K filing between the years 2005 and 2016 (inclusive). In

the case of several failed banks, the BHC continued to file
beyond the year the bank failed. The list of BHCs and their
corresponding failed years was constructed in our previous
work [17].
TABLE I
S TATISTICS OF 8-K AND 10-K DATASETS

dataset
size of training set
size of validation set
size of test set
vocabulary size
average length
no. of classes (section types)

8-K
44,130
1,500
12,508
4,000
72
8

10-K
45,160
1,500
11,616
4,000
1,187
17

NB: Each data point represents the body of a section.

B. Documents
The retrieved data comprises 50,223 Form 8-K and 4,172
Form 10-K submissions. Each submission contains numbered
sections and subsections.
We treat each 8-K or 10-K section label as a class, and
each section body within an SEC filing report as an individual
document. Thus, the “bag-of-words” representation of each
section, i.e., a document, is a labeled data point in the word
space defined by a given vocabulary. Thus, even though there
are 4,172 10-K submissions, there are over 58K documents
or data points (i.e., sections) for the 10-K noted in Table I
(the total number of 10-K documents is the sum of the
training, testing and validation sets, which equals 58,276
documents/sections).
In the case of a Form 8-K submission, if multiple subsections share the same text, i.e., if multiple subsection headers
are listed contiguously followed by text, we match the text to
the last subsection header. Finally, we merge all subsections
for every top-level section, e.g., all subsections labeled 5.x
are merged to form section 5. There are a total of 58,138 final
documents for the 8-K dataset, as shown in Table I.
In the case of a Form 10-K submission, we keep sections 1,
1A, 7 and 7A as separate sections, due to their substantive size,
but merge subsections under every other numbered section,
e.g., 9, 9A and 9B become section 9. For our experiments, we
ignore any section text that is included in an exhibit separate
from Form 10-K. We also ignore any section that contains
fewer than ten words.
C. Preprocessing
To extract sections, we split the entire 8-K or 10-K submissions into paragraphs and use different customized techniques
to mark which paragraphs correspond to the beginning of
a numbered section (e.g., Item 1A, Item 5.02, etc) or an
unnumbered section (e.g., Signatures, Exhibit), or to a page
number, or the start or end of a table. We list all the section
headers to ensure they are in a sequence, to remove false
positives if necessary, and to find instances of section headers
that were missed, in which case, we had to further customize
our code logic to locate the missing headers. Once we identify
the starting paragraph of each section, we extract all the
numbered sections.
After extracting each section, we apply a series of natural
language processing techniques. These include, in order of
application, sentence tokenization, part of speech tagging,

removal of stop words and punctuation, and lemmatization
(which requires part of speech tags), for which we use the
Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) (www.nltk.org).
For the 8-K and 10-K dataset, respectively, data from 2005
to 2013 becomes our training set, and the remaining data from
2014 to 2016 is used as the test set. We consider the most
frequent 4,000 words in the training set as the vocabulary, and
consequently represent each document as a bag of words. We
randomly select a further 1,500 documents from our training
set to be the validation set.
Table I summarizes different statistics for the documents. It
lists the training, testing and validation set sizes, the size of
the vocabulary, average document length and the number of
classes.
D. Comparison of Various Methods
We build topic models from the training and validation
datasets for each of the methods in our study, and evaluate
and compare the topic models over two classification tasks.
The method we compare include: PCA [20]: a multivariate dimensionality reduction technique that discovers the kdimensional subspace that best describes the variance in the
data. The principal components that describe the subspace are
used as the topic vectors in word space. NMF [35]: a matrix
factorization technique that factorizes a non-negative matrix
V into two non-negative matrices W and H. In our case,
W is the document-topic matrix and H is the topic-word
matrix. LDA [19]: a directed graphical model which models
a document as a mixture of topics and a topic as a mixture of
words. We used the gensim [36] implementation in our experiments. KATE [21]: a k-competitive autoencoder that explicitly
enforces competition among the neurons in the hidden layer by
selecting the k highest absolute activation neurons as winners,
and reallocates the energy from the losers. Our implementation
is available at https://github.com/hugochan/KATE.
IV. C OMPARISON AND D ISCUSSION
We outline our comparative results for the different topic
modeling approaches in three steps. In the first step, we
apply the methods to generate the topics and compare the
performance of the methods. We then apply a classification
method to evaluate the performance of the different topic
modeling methods by identifying sections by the topics in the
test data. Finally, we use the topic models to classify failed
from non-failed bank-year instances in our dataset. We provide
a discussion of the results along with several visualizations.
A. Topics Generated by Various Methods
In this set of qualitative experiments, we compare the topics
generated by the various methods. Tables II and III show some
selected topics generated by NMF, PCA, LDA and KATE
for the 8-K and 10-K data, respectively. As for NMF and
LDA, we pick the 8 words with the highest probability under
that topic. As for PCA and KATE, each topic is represented
by the 8 words with the strongest connection to that topic.
All of the methods extract meaningful topics from the 8K and 10-K reports. In the case of 8-K, the three topics
shown appear to cover ‘shareholder issues’, ‘management’ and
‘communications’ while for 10-K filings, they cover ‘loans’,
‘financial institutions’ and ‘cashflow’.

TABLE II
T OPICS LEARNED FROM 8-K S
Topics
shareholder
issues

Methods
NMF
PCA
LDA
KATE
NMF

management

PCA
LDA
KATE
NMF

communications

PCA
LDA
KATE

Representative words
stockholder, proxy, approval, preferred,
record, vote, consideration, matter
share, stock, common, dividend,
price, issue, security, shareholder
vote, meeting, shareholder, proposal,
annual, director, approve, election
dividend, record, quarterly, declaration,
declare, shareholder, stockholder, share
director, board, committee, member,
appoint, require, nonemployee, corporation
director, value, security, share,
employment, agreement, board, fair
director, serve, effective, board,
appoint, subsidiary, company, member
director, serve, officer, executive,
member, age, retirement, position
presentation, investor, material, make,
available, slide, furnish, website
shareholder, plan, option, include,
security, slide, exhibit, presentation
presentation, information, investor, call,
conference, exhibit, slide, report
presentation, website, conference, slide,
available, investor, webcast, management

TABLE III
T OPICS LEARNED FROM 10-K S
Topics

Methods
NMF

loans

PCA
LDA
KATE
NMF

financial
institutions

PCA
LDA
KATE
NMF

cashflow

PCA
LDA
KATE

Representative words
loan, interest, loss, rate,
asset, value, security, income
loan, interest, value, rate,
asset, loss, income, security
value, loan, fair, security,
loss, asset, financial, tax
loan, stock, reference, incorporate,
common, information, dividend, price
bank, capital, loan, company,
institution, hold, financial, deposit
bank, institution, capital, company,
loan, may, regulation, hold
bank, capital, company, institution,
financial, hold, banking, deposit
bank, institution, capital, hold,
regulation, loan, dividend, company
rate, interest, change, income,
liability, market, net, risk
loss, risk, income, credit,
mortgage, share, end, portfolio
interest, rate, risk, change,
asset, net, liability, income
rate, interest, risk, market,
simulation, change, net, scenario

B. Visualization of Learned Word Representations
In this section, we visualize the word representations
learned by LDA and KATE, in two dimensions, using the
TSNE dimensionality-reduction method (t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding) [37].
For LDA, we simply use the transpose of the topic-word
matrix as the word representation matrix. In the case of KATE,
each input neuron (i.e., a word in the vocabulary set) is
connected to each hidden neuron (i.e., a virtual topic) with
different strengths. Thus, each row i of the input to hidden
layer weight matrix W ∈ Rd×m is taken as an m-dimensional
word embedding for word i.
Figures 1 and 2 apply TSNE to visualize the word representations learned by LDA and KATE from 8-K and 10-K reports.
We see, from these plots, that KATE-learned word representations possess the highest quality, as many semantically similar
or relevant words group together, while dissimilar or irrelevant
words are at a distance from each other. We conclude that the

capacity of learning meaningful word representations from text
is important for evaluating the effectiveness of text analytics
techniques.
C. Visualization of Learned Document Representations
A good document representation method is expected to
group related documents, and to separate documents from
different groups. As stated earlier, we define sections and some
subsections of 8-Ks and 10-Ks as documents. We now present
visualization for all documents by the topics they represent.
Figure 3 shows the TSNE plots of the document representations taken from the 8 main sections of the 8-K reports. We
can observe in this comparison that neither NMF nor LDA
learn very good document representations, all the points are
less distinguishable in the clusters. On the other hand, KATE
successfully extracts meaningful document representations for
the 8-K reports. It automatically clusters related documents
in the same group, and it can easily distinguish between the
different sections.
Figure 4 shows TSNE plots for the seventeen major sections
and sub-sections of the 10-K reports. Even though the number
of sections is significantly higher in 10-Ks, the document
representation using LDA and KATE is still good, and indeed much superior to PCA and NMF approaches for topic
modeling.
D. Classification Results
We now turn to quantitative experiments to measure the
effectiveness of various methods on classification tasks. For
classification based evaluation of 8-K and 10-K reports, we
train a 2-layer neural network model that uses the learned
document representations as input, and directly maps them to
the output classes. A softmax classifier with cross-entropy loss
was applied for the classification task. Intuitively, high quality
representations should produce decent classification accuracies
even with a very simple classifier. The classification task is
to identify the section or subsection a document corresponds
to within the 8-K and 10-K reports, using the topic model
representation for the sections/subsections.
TABLE IV
C LASSIFICATION ACCURACIES ON 8-K S AND 10-K S .

Method
PCA
NMF
LDA
KATE

20
0.732
0.688
0.744
0.779

8-Ks
128
0.809
0.797
0.808
0.823

512
0.830
0.816
0.834
0.838

20
0.843
0.728
0.798
0.821

10-Ks
128
0.912
0.871
0.874
0.881

512
0.941
0.899
0.931
0.947

Table IV shows the classification accuracy results on the
8-K and 10-K reports in the test set based on different topic
modeling approaches. Results are shown for cases when we
use different number of topics from 20 to 128 and 512.
We can see that KATE is clearly superior in this classification task, and it outperforms the second best model, by a
significant margin across various numbers of 8-K and 10K topics. Surprisingly, even though PCA learns document
representations somewhat poorly as shown in Figure 3a, it
achieves quite reasonable accuracies. The other observation we
make is regarding performance of the topic modeling methods
as we increase the number of topics (even larger than the true
topic number). Increasing the number of topics/dimensions

(a) LDA
(b) KATE
Fig. 1. 2-D TSNE visualization of 128-D word vectors learned from 8-Ks (using LDA and KATE respectively). The red ovals represent semantically coherent
word clusters.

(a) LDA
(b) KATE
Fig. 2. 2-D TSNE visualization of 128-D word vectors learned from 10-Ks (using LDA and KATE respectively). The red ovals represent semantically coherent
word clusters.

(a) PCA

(b) NMF

(c) LDA

(d) KATE

Fig. 3. 3-D TSNE visualization of 20-D document vectors learned from 8-Ks. (Each document class – section number – is depicted by a different color.)

(a) PCA

(b) NMF

(c) LDA

(d) KATE

Fig. 4. 3-D TSNE visualization of 20-D document vectors learned from 10-Ks. (Each document class – section number – is depicted by a different color.)

improves the classification accuracy. In the case of 10-K data,
even though PCA outperforms KATE when the numbers of
topics are 20 and 128, KATE achieves a higher accuracy when
the number of topics increases to 512.
E. Predicting Bank Failures
Having demonstrated the comparative ability to extract
meaningful topics from bank SEC filings using different topic
modeling methods, and to learn meaningful representations
of these reports, we now extend the analysis to consider the
task for categorizing the banks, i.e., whether they failed or
not. Different banks, by their various activities, management
quality, and risk exposures may have differences in the essential topics and contents of the reports. For example, a
bank performing well under a good management and strong
investment opportunities would have an emphasis on topics
reflecting a positive strategy of growth, while a distressed bank
would likely discuss topics regarding challenges in risk control
and cost reduction. Taking advantage of the data for failed and
non-failed banks from the 2008 global financial crisis, in this
section, we analyze how different banks cover different topics
in their SEC reports and explore how it relates to bank failures.
We regard the SEC filings of a bank from each year as
its bank-year data. We rank the topics for each bank-year
data, which indicates the relative weights of different topics
covered in the bank-year reports for that bank. Specifically,
given the topic vector θj ∈ RK of document j learned by one
of the topic models utilized in this paper, we compute the topic
ranking score vector for document j, where the ith element
of the vector is the reciprocal of the ranking (i.e., smaller
rank implies higher score) of the ith topic in that document.
Here K is the number of topics. We also try introducing a
power factor, which actually boosts the performance of LDA
and KATE for this bank failure prediction task. Taking an
average of the topic ranking score vectors of all the bank-year
documents as the topic vector of that bank-year, we use this
topic vector as the topical representation of the bank-year and
explore how it relates to bank failures.
TABLE V
S IZES OF BANK - YEAR DATASETS

dataset
training set
validation set
test set
training set – failed
validation set – failed
test set – failed
training set – non-failed
validation set – non-failed
test set – non-failed

8-Ks
2,338
200
1,866
39
3
23
2,299
197
1,843

10-Ks
1,787
200
2,164
40
4
29
1,747
196
2,135

The statistics of the bank-year datasets are summarized in
Table V. Note that in this task, in order to make the numbers
of failed banks more balanced across the training set and the
test set, we use last six years data for testing on 8-Ks and last
seven years data for testing on 10-Ks. Note that even though
there are 4174 10-K filings (see Table I), we have only 4151
bank-years for 10-Ks, since some banks filed more than once
per year. On the other hand, even though there are 50223 8Ks, there are only 4404 bank years for 8-Ks due to many 8-K
filings per bank per year.

Visualization of Bank Vectors: A good bank-year representation using a topic modeling method should group similar
bank-years together, and separate different groups. Figures 5
and 6 show the PCA projections of the bank-year representations for the 8-K and 10-K data. It is interesting to note
that, for 8-Ks, the failed bank-years share many commonalities
in terms of topics as we see that the failed bank-years are
all clustered together in the plots. Both the LDA and KATE
topic models are effective in capturing this characteristic.
Additionally in these plots, we label the bank-years of failed
banks one, two and three years prior to the year they failed.
For at least a year earlier the topic characteristics of these
banks already starts looking dissimilar from the non-failed
banks. This provides further support to the hypothesis that
a well-constructed topic model can be instructive for bank
characteristics assessment. On the other hand, for 10-Ks the
topics are not that distinguishable between failed and nonfailed banks. We further analyze this issue below; the main
problem seems to be the high degree of similarity between
entire 10-K filings from both non-failed and failed years for
the same bank.
Predicting Bank Failures from a Topic Perspective: Given
the results for visualizing bank-year topic characteristics
around bank failures, in this section, we again use the crossentropy loss to train a simple 2-layer neural network model
that uses the learned bank representations as input, and directly
maps them to the output classes (i.e., bank failure or not)
using the softmax function. Table VI shows the classification
accuracy results on the 8-K and 10-K bank-year data from
different topic models. Interestingly, in this classification task
using 8-K reports, LDA is the best method followed by NMF
as a close second.
Note that the 10-K reports are extremely imbalanced in
terms of bank failure (e.g., there are only 25 failed bank-years
among 4,151 bank-years since 27 banks (out of 52) did not file
any 10-K on or after their fail years), therefore we extend the
definition of the failed year (only on 10-Ks) to also include
one year before the exact fail year. In this way, we finally
have 73 failed bank-years. Despite the redefinition of a failed
bank-year, all our methods failed to work on 10-Ks. We found
it is more difficult to predict bank failures using topic models
of 10-Ks than those of 8-Ks which can also be verified by
comparing the visualization of bank vectors in Figure 5 and 6.
We hypothesize that topic models of 10-K data are less
suitable for bank failure prediction because, typically, the
sections within a 10-K report inherit most of their content
from the previous year. This includes sections 1A and 7
that contain up-to-date discussions relating to the company’s
financial health and risks. The similarities in textual content
between consecutive years can be seen in Table VII. The
values in the table are cosine similarities between “bag-ofwords” representations of consecutive bank-years. For a bank
year, we collect all relevant sections (all 8-K sections, all 10K sections, all section 1As, or all section 7s) filed by the
given bank during the given year. We sum the word counts
and create a new bag-of-words representation for the bank
year. For each bank holding company, we calculate the median
cosine similarity between consecutive non-failed bank-years,
and also the similarity between the failed bank-year and the
preceding bank-year. The table presents the medians of these
per-bank similarity measures. We can observe that the main
reason it is hard to discriminate failed versus non-failed years

(a) PCA

(b) NMF

(c) LDA

(d) KATE

Fig. 5. 3-D PCA visualization of 128-D bank-year vectors learned from 8-Ks. (Red diamonds indicate non-failed, while purple diamonds indicate failed
bank-years. Blue, green, and cyan points indicate pre-failed bank-years 3, 2, and 1 year(s) before failure, respectively.)

(a) PCA

(b) NMF

(c) LDA

(d) KATE

Fig. 6. 3-D PCA visualization of 128-D bank-year vectors learned from 10-Ks. (Red diamonds indicate non-failed, while purple diamonds indicate failed
bank-years. Blue, green, and cyan points indicate pre-failed bank-years 3, 2, and 1 year(s) before failure, respectively.)

using topic-modeling on 10-Ks is the high degree of textual
similarity between filings from one year to the next, which is
over 0.975, regardless of failed versus non-failed tags. Since
all topic-modeling methods are unsupervised, they are unable
to extract discriminative topics from the 10-Ks. The median
similarity between non-failed and failed years for 8-Ks is
only 0.501, which provides enough signal for discrimination
between failed and non-failed bank years.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we extend the text mining and analysis
beyond a bag-of-words word-frequency based approach. A
word frequency based textual analysis runs the risk of getting
too conditioned by the relevance and currentness of the word
dictionary chosen. Our objective in this paper was to compare
and evaluate topic modeling approaches and their effectiveness
in analyzing a large set of SEC filings made by US public
banks. We applied four major topic modeling methods to a
corpus of 8-K and 10-K filings of 578 bank holding companies. The usefulness and effectiveness of topic modeling by the
methods considered is evaluated by a few different tasks. The
first task was comparing the ability of different topic models
to identify the document sections the text was extracted from.
Once we obtained favorable results for topic representation of
the SEC filings, we examined the ability of the topic models
to detect a failed bank from a non-failed bank.
Concurrent to these classification tasks for comparative
analytics of the topic modeling methods, we also utilized
different visualization methods to examine the topic properties

for the banks. We found that KATE method performs the best
in terms of distinctness and visualization of sections of the
filing reports in terms of topic representation. For classification
of sections using the topic models also KATE emerged as
the most promising topic modeling method. The final task of
classifying banks by topic representation of bank-year showed
that while KATE was competitive, the best method turned out
to be LDA. Our study shows that novel approaches to topic
modeling of financial reports and regulatory filings can be
quite instructive for learning bank characteristics, and point
the way towards more advance applications of text analytics
in financial decision making and risk management.
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